
What are HTML and XHTML?

HTML is HyperText Markup Language

> developed in the 1990’s by scientists wanting to link 
together research documents over the internet.

> HTML code is a text file – Web browsers read HTML 
code and interpret the code into a visual display.

> HTML’s hyperlinks feature made it grow in popularity, 
and the World Wide Web was born.

> By the mid-1990’s, web browsers had their own 
proprietary HTML tags, causing headaches for designers 
who could not acheive consistency across browsers.



HTML 5

> HTML5 is the latest standard for HTML.

> deliver rich content w/o the need for additional plugins;
   from animation to graphics, music to movies;
   used to build complicated web applications.

> HTML5 is also cross-platform. 
   using a PC, or a Tablet, a Smartphone, or a Smart TV.



Understanding Common HTML Terms
3 common HTML terms: elements, tags, and attributes

Elements
Elements are designators that define the structure and 
content of objects within a page. 

frequently used elements:

• multiple levels of headings ( <h1> through <h6> elements
• paragraphs (identified as the <p> element)
• <a>, <div>, <span>, <strong>, and <em> elements, and 

many more.



Tags

Elements are identified by the use of less-than and 
greater-than angle brackets, < >, surrounding the 
element name.

Tags most commonly occur in pairs of opening and 
closing tags.

opening tag, for example: <div>
closing tag, for example: </div>

<div>elements</div>



HTML syntax



Attributes

Attributes are properties used to provide additional 
information about an element.
 
• id attribute, identifies an element; 
• class attribute, classifies an element;
• src attribute, specifies a source for embeddable content; 
• href attribute, provides a hyperlink reference to a linked 

resource.

For example, an <a> element including an href attribute 
would look like the following:

<a href="http://webtcu.wordpress.com/">Course Blog</a>



nesting HTML Document Structure
All HTML documents have a required structure that 
includes the following declaration and elements: 
<!DOCTYPE html>, <html>, <head>, and <body>.

• <!DOCTYPE html>, informs web browsers which 
version of HTML is being used;

• <html> element signifies the beginning of the 
document;

• <head>,includes document title, links to any external 
files, or any other beneficial metadata;

• <body>, all of the visible content within the web page 
will fall within the this element.



<!doctype html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta charset=”UTF-8”>    includes the character encoding of the page 

<title>Untitled Document</title> 

</head>

 

<body>

<h1>This is an HTML file.</h1> 

<p>The title tag and body tag contents appear in the web 

browser. The document type and meta data are not visible 

components; they tell the browser how to read the code 

and help search engines locate your website.</p> 

</body> 

</html>

Here is what an HTML5 document looks 
document type    ͢

html tag    ͢

head tag    ͢

meta data    ͢

title tag     ͢

 head end tag     ͢

body end tag     ͢

headering 1 tag    ͢

paragraph tag    ͢

body end tag     ͢

 html end tag     ͢



Here is how a web browser interprets the same HTML5 file:

The title tag and body tag contents appear in the web 
browser. The document type and meta data are not 
visible components; they tell the browser how to read the 
code and help search engines locate your website.



Self-Closing Elements
Not all elements consist of opening and closing tags. 
Some elements simply receive their content or behavior 
from attributes within a single tag.

<br>
<embed>
<hr> 
<img> 
<input> 
<link> 
<meta> 
<param> 
<source> 
<wbr>



HTML give us the ability to leave comments within our 
code, and any content wrapped within a comment will not 
be displayed on the web page.

Comments help keep our files organized, allow us to set 
reminders, and provide a way for us to more effectively 
manage our code. 

Comments become especially useful when there are 
multiple people working on the same files.

HTML comments start with <!-- and end with -->. 

Comments within HTML & CSS



It's DEMO time!



Block vs. Inline Elements
Most elements are either block- or inline-level elements. 
What’s the difference?

Block-level elements begin on a new line, stacking one 
on top of the other. Block-level elements may be nested 
inside one another and may wrap inline-level elements. 
(larger pieces of content like paragrah)

Inline-level elements do not begin on a new line. They 
fall into the normal flow of a document, lining up one 
after the other, and only maintain the width of their 
content. Inline-level elements may be nested inside 
one another; however, they cannot wrap block-level 
elements. We’ll usually see inline-level elements with 
(smaller pieces of content like word).



Bold Text with Strong

To make text bold and place a strong importance on it, 
we’ll use the <strong> inline-level element. There are two 
elements that will bold text for us: the <strong> strong 
importance and <b> elements stylistically offset.

Italicize Text with Emphasis

The <em> element is used semantically to place a 
stressed emphasis on text; it is thus the most popular 
option for italicizing text. The other option, the <i> 
element, is used semantically to convey text in an 
alternative voice or tone, almost as if it were placed in 
quotation marks. 
DEMO



Building Structure
nest, header, nav, content and footer



<div> Element

Short for division
A <div> is a block-level element that is commonly used 
to identify large groupings of content, and which helps to 
build a web page’s layout and design. 

<div>s with class attributes for styling purposes.

<div class="content">
  <p>Hello!</p>
  <p>This is my first website!</p>
</div>



DEMO



Inspect websites!


